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Abstract 
 

This paper presents an adaptive active tracking system with sector based scanning for a single 
PTZ camera. Dividing sectors on an image reduces the search space to shorten selection time 
so that the system can cover many targets. Upon the selection of a target, the system estimates 
the target trajectory to predict the zooming location with a finite amount of time for camera 
movement. Advanced estimation techniques using probabilistic reason suffer from the 
unknown object dynamics and the inaccurate estimation compromises the zooming level to 
prevent tracking failure. The proposed system uses the simple piecewise estimation with a few 
frames to cope with fast moving objects and/or slow camera movements. The target is tracked 
in multiple steps and the zooming time for each step is determined by maximizing the zooming 
level within the expected variation of object velocity and detection. The number of zooming 
steps is adaptively determined according to target speed. In addition, the iterative estimation of 
a zooming location with camera movement time compensates for the target prediction error 
due to the difference between speeds of a target and a camera. The effectiveness of the 
proposed method is validated by simulations and real time experiments. 
 
 
Keywords: Object tracking, object scanning, object detection, object dynamics, zooming  
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1. Introduction 

Tracking multiple objects with active cameras has received much attention in the community 
of surveillance system. Active camera systems can maximize the coverage of the surveillance 
system by a wide-angle view as well as ensure the high resolution of objects by pan-tilt-zoom 
(PTZ) cameras. This can be easily extended to post processing applications such as target 
classification and identification. An active tracking system is required to track many objects at 
least once while they dynamically move around a surveillance area. The system also needs to 
accurately predict the zooming location to maximize the zooming level for the close-up. 
However, the fairness of the target selection is not guaranteed because the system cannot track 
targets with a wide-angle view during the zooming process. Moreover, the prediction accuracy 
is degraded by unknown object dynamics and is aggravated by slow camera movements. The 
inaccurate prediction restricts the zooming level to avoid the tracking failure. Therefore, it is 
not trivial to achieve object tracking in high resolution as effectively covering many objects in 
real time. 

Numerous active camera systems with PTZ cameras have been developed in the literature. 
Some approaches are presented to track the only single target with a single PTZ camera as 
keeping it at the center of image [1][2]. Costello et al. proposed several scheduling policies for 
a single PTZ camera to zoom in multiple targets but does not consider the decision to 
determine the zooming location and level for a selected target [3]. Also, many researchers 
have been focused on the camera scheduling problem with multiple cameras to track multiple 
targets [4][5][6]. Costello et al. [4] proposed a distributed scheduling algorithm for identifying 
each person in the scene by a network of PTZ cameras. Qureshi et al. [5] proposed a virtual 
environment simulator to test various camera sensor network frameworks. Some methods 
used a master camera with at least one slave PTZ camera to track multiple targets with a 
wide-angle view all the time [7][8][9][10][11]. The master camera with a wide-angle view 
coordinates the target selection and the slave PTZ camera captures close-up targets but it 
requires dedicated relationships among multiple cameras [12][13][14][15]. 

Active tracking systems require a finite amount of time to zoom in each target because of 
target tracking and camera movement. While a camera zooms in a target, it cannot track other 
targets. When a single PTZ camera is used, it is important to minimize the time to track each 
target and to maximize the zooming level. The zooming location is predicted by estimating the 
target trajectory. The incorrect zooming location may cause losing the target on an image. 
However, predicting of a zooming location is not a trivial problem due to unknown object 
dynamics and slow camera movement. Tordoff and Murray [17] also addressed the problem of 
the delay in the feedback loops comprising of image capture delay, platform response lag and 
zoom lens response lag. In order to find the optimal zooming location and level, Kalman Filter 
was used [16][17][18]. Although the appropriate zoom level is probabilistically found, the 
zooming level is maximized only when object speed is slow. Therefore, an efficient and 
accurate active tracking system is required to maximize the zooming level for fast moving 
objects and/or slow camera movement. 

In this paper, we propose an active tracking system with sector based scanning for a single 
camera. An image is evenly divided into the set of sectors to improve the processing time for 
target detection. The system sequentially scans the divided sectors to select multiple target 
effectively. If any change is detected in a sector, the system zooms in the sector for slowly 
moving targets and/or fast camera movements. To maximize the zooming level of the selected 
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target against unknown object dynamics, the proposed method tracks and zooms the target by 
multiple steps with a piecewise linearized object model instead of zooming the target by one 
step with the inaccurate prediction. We introduce a motion box to ensure the space for the next 
trajectory estimation. The required zooming level of a motion box at each zooming step is 
maximized within the expected variation of object velocity and detection. At each step, the 
target location is predicted with fewer frames to shorten the estimation time so that the 
accuracy of the target location for unknown object dynamics is improved. Also, the prediction 
of the target location for a shorter time in each step enables the system to cope with fast 
moving targets and/or slow camera movements. The time it takes to track each object is 
minimized to increase the number of tracked targets. Also, the iterative calculation of the 
zooming location with the camera movement time compensates for the delay in the feedback 
loops. Finally, the proposed method is verified with real time experiments to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 

The remainder of this paper has 4 sections. In Section 2, we present the overview of 
application model and problem description. Section 3 explains the adaptive object zooming to 
maximize the zooming level. We elaborate the decision strategy for the zooming steps and 
levels with the camera characteristics. In Section 4, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method with a real time experiment and discuss the limitation of the proposed 
method. Finally, our contribution is summarized along with future work in Section 5. 

2. Application Model and Problem Description 

2.1 Application Model and Motivation 
 

Target Detection Target Selection Target Close-upTarget Prediction

Normal state Zoomed state  
Fig. 1. Illustration of the general process flow for an active tracking system 

Active tracking systems obtain the high resolution images for targets in the surveillance region 
and it facilitates the post processing for target classification and identification. Active tracking 
systems usually consist of four steps as shown in Fig. 1. An active tracking system observes 
the surveillance region and detects targets at the normal state. The system searches the entire 
image to select a target for the close-up. The selected target dynamically moves around the 
surveillance region during the zooming process. Also, a camera requires the finite amount of 
time to zoom in a specified location. Hence, once the target is selected for the close-up, the 
system tracks the target trajectory and estimates the target velocity in order to predict the target 
location for the zooming process. Then, a PTZ camera zooms in the predicted target location. 
After the zoomed image of the target is captured by the system, the system returns to the 
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normal state for the next target. Such system should select multiple targets at least once to 
capture them as many as possible. Also, the system needs to accurately predict the zooming 
location so that the selected target is zoomed in at the maximum zooming level. 

2.2 Problem Description and Approach 

Td Te Tr

Tscan Ttrack

Ta Tz Tz Ta
 

Fig. 2. The detailed time parameters for active target tracking. 
 

The system uses the accurate detection algorithms such as background subtraction method, 
optical flow method, and statistical learning method [20][21][22] in order to zoom in dynamic 
objects. Fig. 2 illustrates the detailed time parameters for sector based zooming for dynamic 
objects. dT  denotes computation time for target detection at the normal state and eT  denotes 
computation time for target estimation in the normal state. aT  and zT  denote the translation 
and zooming time of a camera respectively and they are usually proportional to the amount of 
the camera movement. In order to maximize the viewing time of a surveillance region, a 
camera is translated first during the transition to the zoomed state and a camera is zoomed out 
first during the transition to the normal state. rT  denotes the recording time at the zoomed state 
and depends on the requirements of applications. 

To support a large number of targets with only a single camera, the time it takes to track 
each target must be short such that all the targets in the surveillance region can be tracked 
before any of the targets leave the region. The time it takes to track each target consists of 
times for detection/selection, trajectory estimation, and zooming. The system needs to detect 
the entire image to select a target. The detection requires a finite number of frames and the 
long detection time aggravates the selection of multiple targets. The processing time for each 
frame should be minimized to improve the overall time for the tracking. Also, due to a finite 
time of the camera movement, a target trajectory must be computed to compensate the time for 
the camera movement. The compensation for the camera movement time is very critical to 
accurately track each target. The accurate estimation of the expected location with the 
trajectory estimation is necessary to maximize the possible zooming level. Otherwise, the 
actual target may not be in the center of an image.  

In zooming a selected target, the system estimates the target velocity to predict the target 
location for the zooming process. Although Kalman Filter or the probabilistic reasoning 
provides the accurate estimation with known object dynamics, they usually require the long 
estimation time and it affects the selection of multiple targets. Moreover, because their 
techniques are probabilistic, the accuracy of the target location for unknown object dynamics 
cannot be guaranteed. The inaccurate location restricts the possible zooming level. Also, as the 
camera movement is slower for the zooming process, the system needs to predict the target 
location for a longer time. Then, the predicted location can be deviated from the actual 
location because objects can move unexpectedly during a long movement time of a camera. It 
increases a chance to lose a target at the zoomed state.  
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed approach that consists of two different stages of scanning and 

tracking operations 

The proposed approach uses two sub-processes as shown in Fig. 3. One is scanning and 
another is tracking. An image is evenly divided into multiple rectangular sectors to improve 
the computation time for the target detection. It also has an effect of reducing the search space 
to select targets. For simplicity, we divide the image of a camera into multiple equally divided 
rectangular sectors. n denotes the number of divided regions along the width of the image, and 
m denotes the number of divided regions along the height of the image. The total number of 
divided regions is n m× . The size of each rectangular region corresponds to the desired 
zooming level by 
 

min( , )w hz
w h

=
′ ′

 ,                                                       (1) 

where z denotes the maximum zooming level which can be operated by a camera and w h′ ′×  
denotes the size of each sector. The size of a sector is normally greater than at least the size of 
a target to minimize repetitive selection for the same target. The system scans each sector 
sequentially to improve the fairness of the target selection. If any change is detected in a sector, 
the system zooms in the sector for slowly moving targets and/or fast camera movements. 
When multiple targets exist in one sector, the system randomly selects one target among them 
for the maximized zooming. The system tracks the remaining targets in the other sectors 
because targets move around the surveillance region. Even though the remaining targets are 
stationary, they are tracked eventually when the system scans the same sector again. The 
maximum number of targets that the proposed method can handle depends on the target speed 
and the camera movement speed. If the camera movement speed is fast enough that all targets 
remain in the surveillance region during the one iteration of sector scanning, the proposed 
method tracks at least one target in each sector. To maximize the zooming level of the selected 
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target against unknown object dynamics, the proposed method tracks and zooms the target by 
multiple steps with a piecewise linearized object model instead of zooming the target by one 
step with the inaccurate prediction. We introduce a motion box to ensure the space for the next 
trajectory estimation. The required zooming level of a motion box at each zooming step is 
maximized within the expected variation of object velocity and detection. At each step, the 
target location is predicted with fewer frames to shorten the estimation time so that the 
accuracy of the target location for unknown object dynamics is improved. Also, the prediction 
of the target location for a shorter time in each step enables the system to cope with fast 
moving targets and/or slow camera movements. The number of zooming steps is adaptively 
determined according to target speed. The one extreme case is that target speed is relatively 
faster than the camera movement speed. Because the inaccuracy of the predicted zooming 
location increases during the slow camera movement, it restricts the zooming level to 
compromise the inaccuracy of the predicted location at each step and requires multiple steps. 
On the other hand, when target speed is relatively slower than the camera movement speed, the 
fast camera movement shortens the amount of prediction time and reduces the inaccuracy of 
the predicted location. The proposed method achieves the maximum zooming level by a few 
steps.  

3. Adaptive Active Object Tracking 

3.1 Active Tracking with Known Dynamics 
 

Actual path of a target
Estimated velocity of a target

wO(t)

Motion box  
M(t+Te+Ta+Tz)

O(t+Te)

O(t)

O(t+Te+Ta+Tz)
hO(t)

wM(t+Te+Ta+Tz)

hM(t+Te+Ta+Tz)

O(t+Te+Ta+Tz+TN)

 
Fig. 4. The determination of the zooming level by the simple linearized trajectory model. 

Target ( )O t  is selected by the proposed sector based scanning and selection strategy at 
time t. The simple zooming method is to zoom it in by a single step with the maximum 
zooming level. The zooming location is predicted by the estimated velocity during eT  and the 
zooming level is determined by considering the size of the target. The system uses the simple 
linear model for the prediction to shorten the estimation time. The zooming level may also 
consider a space to observe the target at the zoomed state. To include the space for observing 
the target, we introduce a motion box as shown in Fig. 4. For example, if N frames are required 
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at zoomed state, the motion box ensures the space for ˆ ( )e t zt T T TO + + +  and 
ˆ ( )e t z Nt T TO T T+ + + + . NT  denotes the time to process N frames for the target detection and 

tracking. The center of a motion box is determined with the two predicted locations by 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) (

ˆˆ( ) / 2,
ˆˆ( ) / 2) ,

e a z e a z O e a z N

e a z e a z

M O

M O e NO a z

x x x
y

t T T T t T T T t T T T T
t T T T t T T T t T T Ty y T
+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +

= +
= +

       (2) 

where ( )Mx t  and ( )My t  denote the center coordinate of motion box ( )M t  and, ˆ ( )Ox t  and 

ˆ ( )Oy t  denote the center coordinate of target ˆ ( )O t . Since the size of a motion box needs to 
keep the ratio of an image, the possible width and height of a motion box are calculated first. 
They are represented by 

ˆˆ2 | / 2 |,
ˆˆ2 |

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) / 2 |( )

e a z e a z e a z N e

e a z e a z e

M O

M Oa z N e

t T T T t T T T t T T T T t T
t T T T t T T T t T T T T t T

h y y h
w x x w

+ + + + + + − + + + + +
+ + + + + + − + ++ + + +

= +
=

 (3) 

where ( )Ow t  and ( )Oh t  denote the width and height of target ( )O t  respectively and, ( )Mw t  
and ( )Mh t  denote the possible width and height of a motion box ( )M t . The zooming level is 
decided by making the larger size of a motion box as follows, 

' min( , )
( ) ( )

.
e a zM e a zMt T T T t T T
w hz

Tw h+ + + + + +
=                        (4) 
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Fig. 5. The timing diagram to show the effect of object movement during the camera movement. 

Although the zooming location is correctly predicted with known dynamics, it can be 
deviated by object movement during the camera movement as shown in Fig. 5. For example, 
the system estimates the velocity of target ( )O t  during eT . ( )eV t T+  denotes the estimated 
velocity of target ( )eO t T+ . Then, the system calculates the predicted location of the target 
after the translation and zooming time of camera aT  and zT . However, the actual movement 
time for the translation and zooming in the predicted location is different from aT  and zT . The 
actual times for the translation and the zooming are denoted by 'aT  and 'zT  respectively. 
They are calculated by considering both the predicted location and the camera movement 
speed. Because of the time difference between a zT T+  and ' 'a zT T+ , denoted by a zT T∆ + ∆ , 
the zoomed target can be deviated from the predicted location. 

In order to cope with the prediction error due to a zT T∆ + ∆ , we compensate for the 
prediction error with the camera movement speed. The time to move (i.e., zoom and translate) 
a camera depends on the next location on the image and the specifications of a camera. Once 
the next location to be translated and zoomed is determined by the system, the camera 
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movement time is calculated by the movement speed in the specifications of a camera. 
However, the actual movement time should also consider the time to transfer and execute 
commands to a camera. For instance, Fig. 6 shows the measured movement time for panning, 
tilting and zooming of AXIS 214 PTZ network camera [19]. 
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Fig. 6. The measured movement times for panning, tilting and zooming of AXIS 214 PTZ camera. 

The predicted location is iteratively determined with the predetermined zooming level to 
consider the target movement during zT . Once the next size of a motion box is determined by 
(4) with 0aT =  and 0zT = , zT  is calculated with the given specifications of a camera to 
zoom in an image by the new size of the motion box. The predicted location of a motion box is 
recalculated by considering the target movement during zT . Then, aT  is updated with the 
recalculated location of a motion box. The method to determine the location and the size of a 
motion box is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: The compensation of a zT T∆ + ∆  
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Input : ( )eO t T+ , ( )eV t T+ , N, the movement time of a camera 

Output: z', ( )e t zM t T T T+ + +  

1. Determine z' with ( )eO t T+ , ( )eV t T+  and N under the assumptions 0aT =  and 0zT =  by 
(2), (3) and (4); 
2. Calculate zT  with z' according to a camera movement time; 

3. Estimate ˆ ( )e zt TO T+ +  and ˆ ( )e z Nt T T TO + + + ; 

4. Determine ( )e zM t T T+ +  with ˆ ( )e zt TO T+ +  and ˆ ( )e z Nt T T TO + + +  by (2); 

5. Calculate aT  with ( )e zM t T T+ +  according to a camera movement time; 

6. Estimate ˆ ( )e a zt T T TO + + +  and ˆ ( )e a z Nt T TO T T+ + + + ; 

7. Determine ( )e a zM t T T T+ + +  with ˆ ( )e a zt T T TO + + +  and ˆ ( )e a z Nt T TO T T+ + + +  by 
(2); 
8. Update aT  with ( )e a zM t T T T+ + +  according to a camera movement time; 

9. Repeat 6 to 8 until the amount of a zT T∆ + ∆  is negligible; 
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Fig. 7. The amount of a zT T∆ + ∆  by the iteration based determination of a motion box according to 

aT  when 2zT = . 
 

Fig. 7 shows the amount of a zT T∆ + ∆  by the iteration based determination of a motion box 
according to the number of iterations. The data of Fig. 6 is used for the simulation. zT  is set to 
2 seconds and aT  is changed from 0.2 aT  to 1.8 zT  with the step of 0.4 seconds. The frame rate 
is set to 3 frame/sec and N is set to 5. The simulation results demonstrate that the amount of 

a zT T∆ + ∆  converges on zero with at most three iterations. 
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Fig. 8. The possible failure of the single step based active tracking due to the inaccuracy of the 

estimation and the prediction. 
 

However, the performance of the single step zooming is affected by target velocity and 
detection variation as shown Fig. 8. The predicted location is calculated with the estimated 
velocity of a target, ( )eV t T+ . The actual velocity of a target can vary while a camera 
translates to and zooms in the predicted location. It causes that the prediction location of a 
motion box ( )e a zM t T T T+ + +  may not include the actual location of a target 

( ' ')e a zO t T T T+ + + . Detection variation during the velocity estimation of a target also affects 
the accuracy of the predicted location. When the system estimates the velocity of a target, the 
trajectory history of a target may not be the same as the actual trajectory of a target due to 
detection variation. It generates the error in the estimated velocity of a target and the 
inaccurately estimated velocity can cause the predicted location to be largely deviated from the 
actual location. As a result, the system may fail in zooming in the target with the desired 
zooming level. Therefore, the system should incorporate the effect of object velocity and 
detection variation in determining a motion box. 

3.2 Effects of Unknown Factors 
Object velocity variation creates the estimation error for a moving target and causes the 
estimated location of a motion box to be deviated from the actual location of a target. Also, the 
amount of the deviation is usually proportional to the zooming time while a target is not 
stationary. This leads to increase the size of a motion box to incorporate the deviation effect, 
and then the zooming level is restricted. 
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Fig. 9. The illustration of object velocity variation. 
 

Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of object velocity variation with the zooming time. v∆  denotes 
the variation percentage of a target velocity. In order to measure the effect of object velocity 
variation on the zooming level, the maximum zooming level to incorporate the effect of v∆  is 
measured among the boundary of locations due to velocity variation. A camera is placed at 
(45m, 40m, 40m) with a top-down perspective observing an object moving from the left to the 
right at 2m/s on the ground plane in the simulation with MATLAB. The initial position of an 
object is (45m, 40m). The trajectory of the object is projected onto the image plane with the 
size of 352×240 by the perspective projection model. The focal length and lens dimension of a 
camera are set by the specifications of AXIS 214 PTZ camera. The frame rate is set to 5 
frame/sec considering the detection and tracking time, and the required frames for the velocity 
estimation are set to N = 3. 
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Fig. 10. The variation of the zooming level according to the variation of object velocity variation and 
the time of maximum zooming level. 

 
The effect of object velocity variation according to the time of maximum zooming level is 

illustrated in Fig. 10. 
mzT  denotes the time of the maximum zooming level and the line of 

0%v∆ =  represents the original zooming level of a motion box without object velocity 
variation. It is assumed that the zooming time is linear to zooming level in this analysis for 
simplicity. However, as the degree of object velocity variation increases, a required zooming 
level decreases more than the original zooming level. For example of 

mzT = 3 seconds, the 
required zooming level is lower than the original zooming level of a motion box. Then, it may 
fail in tracking a target because a target can be out of a motion box with the original zooming 
level. Thus, a system decreases the original zooming level of a motion box as finding the 
equivalent zooming level of a required zooming level. When object velocity variation is 2%, 
the maximum zooming level is set to the zooming time of 2.5 seconds in the conservative way 
to prevent the failure of tracking. Also, the simulation results demonstrate that a camera with 
fast maximum zooming is less sensitive to object velocity variation. 
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(b) Object velocity 3 /v m s=  
Fig. 11. The effect of object velocity variation with 

mzT = 3 seconds according to an object velocity 
when a camera has a top-down perspective. 
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(b) Tilting angle 45o  at (45m, 11.72m, 28.28m) 
Fig. 12. The effect of object velocity variation with 

mzT = 3 seconds according to a camera perspective 

when an object moves at 2 /v m s= . 
 

The effect of object velocity variation also varies according to an object velocity and a 
camera perspective. Fig. 11 illustrates the zooming level according to an object velocity. As an 
object moves faster, the zooming level is more restricted by the required frames for the next 
velocity estimation. Also, Fig. 12 illustrates the zooming level according to a camera 
perspective. As a camera perspective is more tilted, the zooming ratio is more restricted by the 
size of a target on the image. 
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Fig. 13. The illustration of the effect of detection variation on zooming level. 

Detection variation during N frames also creates the estimation error for an object velocity 
and it can affect the determination of the zooming ratio as shown in Fig. 13. The amount of 
detection variation is denoted by d∆  and it represents the number of pixels from the centroid 
of a target. The effect of the detection variation can be negligible due to the maximum 
zooming level determined by considering the object velocity variation. However, the detection 
variation becomes significant when the maximum zooming level with the object velocity 
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variation cannot incorporate the effect of the detection variation. The worst case of velocity 
estimation occurs when a target is detected at the boundary of a detection variation in the 
diagonal way. 
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(e) 20%v∆ =  

Fig. 14. The effect of detection variation with 
mzT = 3 seconds according to object velocity variation 

when an object moves at 2 /v m s= . 
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(e) 20%v∆ =  

Fig. 15. The average effect of detection variation with 
mzT = 3 seconds according to object velocity 

variation when an object moves at 2 /v m s= . 
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Fig. 14 illustrates the effect of detection variation with the worst case of velocity estimation 
according to object velocity variation. When 0d∆ = , object velocity variation is a dominant 
factor on determining the zooming level. Otherwise, the effect of object velocity variation on 
the zooming ratio is incorporated into the effect of detection variation and the effect of 
detection variation is a dominant factor on determining the zooming level. Fig. 15 shows the 
average effect of detection variation with the uniformly generated detection variation within 

d∆ . The zooming level is slightly improved because the worst case of velocity estimation is 
hardly occurred during N frames. 

3.3 Active Tracking with Adaptive Zooming Steps 
 

Zooming point

Actual path of a target
Estimated velocity of a target  

Fig. 16. The illustration of a piece-wise linearized object model. 

When the unknown factors of object velocity and detection variation are considered, the long 
prediction time by one step zooming compromises the zooming level. In order to maximize the 
zooming level against the unknown factors, a piece-wise linearized object model is used as 
shown in Fig. 16. A piece-wise linearized object model also prevents the failure of active 
tracking against the object velocity and detection variation. The basic assumption is that an 
object normally moves at the constant velocity in a surveillance region. It simplifies the model 
estimation of a target without prior model information and the estimation error of a target is 
minimized. This model has the benefit of shortening the estimation time of an object model 
because the complex pattern of an object model can be approximated to the linear segments. 
Since most of objects usually move straight in a surveillance region or along with paths, it is 
not critical for active tracking to fail due to the inaccurately linearized model. As an object 
trajectory is finely divided, the velocity estimation error is minimized. Also, the faster the 
zooming time of a camera, the more the estimation error during the zooming time is reduced.  
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Fig. 17. Illustration of step size determination. 

The system can zoom in a targeted object by the fixed number of multiple steps. However, 
repeated estimation processes for the velocity of a targeted object affect the performance of the 
multiple steps based active tracking. Especially, when a targeted object moves slowly, the 
multiple steps may not be necessary. The one extreme case is that target speed is relatively 
faster than the camera movement speed. Because the inaccuracy of the predicted zooming 
location increases during the slow camera movement, it restricts the zooming level to 
compromise the inaccuracy of the predicted location at each step and requires multiple steps. 
On the other hand, when target speed is relatively slower than the camera movement speed, the 
fast camera movement shortens the amount of prediction time and reduces the inaccuracy of 
the predicted location. The proposed method achieves the maximum zooming level by a few 
steps. 

The number of zooming steps is determined by considering the effect of the object velocity 
and detection variation to adaptively cope with unknown object dynamics. The zooming level 
of a motion box is calculated by (4). However, the required zooming level to incorporate the 
effect of them is affected by the zooming time (i.e., zT ) as shown in Fig. 14. As a system sets 
the higher zooming level initially, the effect of them also increases due to the increased 
zooming time and the possible zooming level becomes smaller than the initial zooming level 
as illustrated in Fig. 17. 

mzz′  denotes the calculated zooming level of a motion box with 

zooming time 
mzT  and 

m

r
zz  denotes the required zooming level to incorporate the detection 

variation and the velocity variation. In order to track a target successfully, 
mzz′  is revised in the 

conservative way to incorporate the effect of them. 
o

r
zz  denotes the adaptively determined 

zooming level with zooming time 
ozT .  Therefore, the system adjusts the size of a motion box 

at each step by considering the object velocity and detection variation. 
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Fig. 18. The required zooming ratio of the required zooming level to the original zooming level to 
compensate for detection variation according to object velocity variation when 

mzT = 3 seconds and 

2 /v m s= . 
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(a) 1 /v m s=  
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Fig. 19. The required zooming ratio of the required zooming level to the original zooming level to 

compensate for detection variation according to object velocity when 
mzT = 3 seconds and 0%v∆ = . 
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 (b) Tilting angle 45o  at (45m, 11.72m, 28.28m) 
Fig. 20. The required zooming ratio of the required zooming level to the original zooming level to 

compensate for detection variation according to camera perspective when 
mzT = 3 seconds, 0%v∆ =  

and 2 /v m s= . 
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Fig. 21. The required zooming ratio of the required zooming level to the motion box to compensate for 
detection variation according to the distance between an object and a camera when 

mzT = 3 seconds, 

0%v∆ =  and 2 /v m s= . 
 

Fig. 18 shows the required zooming ratio of the required zooming level to the original 
zooming level of the motion box to compensate for object velocity and detection variation. 
The same simulation setup to the previous section is used. The original zooming level is 
obtained by the simulation when 0v∆ =  and 0d∆ = . The ratio is affected by v∆  when 

0d∆ = . Otherwise, the simulation results show the similar ratios for three different v∆  when 
0d∆ ≠ . It indicates that the ratio is highly dependent on detection variation. Also, Fig. 19, 

Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show the simulation results for the ratio according to object velocity, 
camera perspective and the distance between an object and a camera respectively. They 
demonstrate that the patterns of the ratios are similar to each other and they are more 
dependent on detection variation. 

A system determines 
o

r
zz  according to the expected detection variation and object velocity 

variation. 
o

r
zz  is obtained by multiplying the required zooming ratio to 

m

r
zz  and the 

corresponding zooming time for this step is 
ozT . When the ratio is 1, the required zooming 

level is equal to the zooming level of a motion box. The termination of adaptive zooming is 
triggered by the desired zooming level or the exit of a targeted object from an image. dz  
denotes the desired zooming level given to the system. If the new zooming level is equal to or 
less than dz , the center coordinate and the size of a motion box are determined by considering 
only the next predicted location of a targeted object without the consideration of the next 
velocity estimation. Another termination condition is to use the difference between the 
previous zooming level and the new zooming level. In practice, the zooming process for the 
small change in zooming level is unnecessary. When the zooming process terminates, the 
system returns to the sector based scanning and selection to track other objects.  

4. Integration and Evaluation 

4.1 System Integration 
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Fig. 22. The illustration of the flow chart of the proposed active tracking system. 

The processing flow of the proposed active tracking system is illustrated in Fig. 22. The initial 
information is set in the system, such as the camera information for the normal state, the sector 
information, the desired maximum zooming level, and the expected velocity and detection 
variation. The system begins the background modeling for target detection. Once the 
background information is stabilized, the system detects and tracks targets. After one target is 
selected by the sector based scanning, the initial zooming level and location without 
considering a motion box are calculated by estimated target velocity on an image. Then, their 
values are recalculated to compensate for the effect of prediction error, velocity variation, and 
detection variation. If the revised zooming level is higher than or equal to the desired zooming 
level, the system zooms in the selected target at the desired zooming level and returns to the 
normal state. Otherwise, the zooming level and location for a motion box are calculated. Their 
values are also recalculated to compensate for the effect of prediction error, velocity variation, 
and detection variation. After the system zooms in the selected target with the calculated 
zooming level, it tracks the selected target by using color histogram. Then, the system repeats 
the zooming process for the selected target until the calculated zooming level is satisfied with 
the desired zooming level or it fails in tracking the selected target with color histogram. Once 
the calculated zooming level reaches the desired zooming level, the system also returns to the 
normal state. 

4.2 Algorithm Evaluation 
In order to highlight the advantage of the proposed method, the determined zooming level with 
a finite amount of zooming time is compared with the simple non-stepwise zooming by the 
simulation. The frame rate is set to 5 frames/sec and object velocity is estimated with 3 frames 
in the simulation. The zooming level with the simple non-stepwise zooming is determined by 
calculating the minimum box including the target when the allowed tracking time is fully 
utilized. A camera is placed at (x = 0m, y = 40m, z  = 40m) with a top-down perspective for the 
worst case of object velocity variation. The maximum zooming level is set to 20 in 3 sec and 
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the time characteristic for zooming is assumed linear. Fig. 23 shows the simulation results on 
an image plane according to object velocity variation when detection variation is zero. The 
x-axis and y-axis on the image plane follow the conventional image origin (i.e. top-left origin). 
It demonstrates the proposed method achieves higher zooming level in shorter time than the 
simple non-stepwise zooming. Also, the amount of zooming time is not proportional to the 
zooming level. Although sophisticated estimation techniques are used with given zooming 
time, the zooming level is restricted by object velocity variation. 
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(b) 10%v∆ =  

Fig. 23. The performance comparison in terms of zooming level when allowed tracking time is 5 sec 
and object speed is 2 m/s with 0d pixels∆ = . 

 
Fig. 24 shows the comparison with the simple non-stepwise zooming according to object 

speed and velocity variation when the detection variation is zero. The maximum zooming 
level for each velocity variation is obtained from Fig. 14. The simulation results show that the 
proposed method achieves the maximum zooming level regardless of object speed. It 
demonstrates that the proposed method tracks the target with the adaptive zooming steps even 
for fast moving targets. On the other hand, the simple non-stepwise zooming is severely 
affected by object speed and velocity variation. 
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(b) 5%v∆ =  
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(c) 10%v∆ =  
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(d) 15%v∆ =  

Fig. 24. The performance comparison of stepwise and non-stepwise approach according to object speed 
and velocity variation when allowed tracking time is 5 sec with 0d pixels∆ = . 
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Fig. 25. The performance comparison in terms of zooming level when allowed tracking time is 5 sec 

and object speed is 2 m/s with 4d pixels∆ = . 
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(c) 8d pixels∆ =  

Fig. 26. The performance comparison of stepwise and non-stepwise approach according to object speed 
and detection variation when allowed tracking time is 5 sec with 10%v∆ = . 
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Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 show the comparison with the simple non-stepwise zooming when the 
detection variation is incorporated. In Fig. 25, the black solid line indicates the original target 
trajectory without the detection variation and the black dots indicate the detected location with 
the detection variation. The amount of the detection variation is randomly generated within the 
specified variation. While the proposed method achieves the maximum zooming for each 
detection variation, the simple non-stepwise zooming is severely affected by the effect of 
detection variation. 

4.3 Experiment 

A camera (i.e. 1C ) is installed to observe the surveillance region about 50m away from objects 
in order to verify the proposed method. An extra camera (i.e. 2C ) continuously observes the 
entire view of the surveillance region to show the trajectories of objects for the verification. 
The required zooming ratio of a motion box is obtained by simulating the effect of detection 
and velocity variation as described in the previous section. For the simulation parameters, 

mzT  
is set to 3 seconds and the frame rate is set to 5 frame/sec considering the specification of the 
used an AXIS 214 PTZ camera and a PC Pentium(R) D CPU 2.80 GHz with 3.5GB of RAM. 
Also, v∆  is set to 5%  and d∆  is set to 4 pixels considering the path of the surveillance 
region and the detection performance. Table 1 shows the required zooming level of a motion 
box by considering the effect of the specified detection and velocity variation. The table 
indicates the maximum zooming level of a motion box is limited to 10 due to the effect of 
them. If the calculated size of a motion box is greater than 10, it is set to 10 to avoid the failure 
of the active tracking. Thus, the number of sectors on an image is set to 3 3×  with the image 
size of 352 240× . 

 
Table 1. The required zooming level of a motion box by the simulation when v∆  is set to 5%  and 

d∆  is set to 4 pixels. 
Zooming level by 

(2) and (4) 
Required 

zooming ratio 
Required 

zooming level 
1 1 1 
2 1 2 
3 1 3 
4 1 4 
5 1 5 
6 1 6 
7 1 7 
8 1 8 
9 0.95 8 
10 0.8 8 
11 0.67 7 
12 0.6 7 
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#1509 #1552 #1564 #1838 #1863

#1920 #1991 #2183 #2220 #2228

#3381 #3396 #3404 #3827 #3883

 
Fig. 27. Simulation results of the proposed method (the first, third, and fifth row of frames are captured 

by camera 2C  and the others by camera 1C ). 
 

Fig. 27 shows the simulation results of the proposed method for the active tracking. Frame 
numbers in the figure are counted in terms of camera 2C . Each blue rectangle in images by 
camera 2C  indicates a corresponding target which is selected for the active tracking in camera 

1C . At frame #1509, two targets are initially detected and one target is selected by the 
scanning strategy. Once the velocity of the selected target is estimated, the zooming level of a 
motion box is calculated by (2) and (4). The initial zooming level of the motion box is 7 and it 
is the same as the required zooming level by Table 1. Because the location and size of the 
motion box are calculated by considering the next step zooming, the selected target is zoomed 
in and captured at the boundary of the image as shown in frame #1552. After the selected 
target is tracked by using the color histogram and the velocity of the selected target is 
estimated in the zoomed image, the next zooming level of a motion box is calculated. The 
calculated zooming level is 14 and is higher than the maximum zooming level, the next motion 
box does not need to include the space for the next step zooming. Thus, the zooming level is 
bounded to the maximum zooming level of 10 and the required zooming level is set to 8 by 
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Table 1 and it is zoomed in again at the maximum zooming level of 10. Frame #1584 shows 
the zoomed target with the maximum zooming level. For frames #1838 and #1920, the 
calculated zooming levels for the selected targets are higher than the maximum zooming level 
and they are zoomed in at the maximum zooming level at once as shown in frames #1863 and 
#1991 respectively. Frames #2183, #2220 and #2228 show another case of two-step zooming. 
Due to the size of a selected target, the first zooming level is determined to be 4. After the 
selected target is tracked by the color histogram, the second zooming level is determined to be 
8. Frames #3381, #3396 and #3404 show the incorrect prediction of the location because the 
selected target changes the direction suddenly. However, the selected target is included in the 
zoomed image because the changed direction does not deviate from the expected velocity 
variation. The last two frames #3827 and #3883 also show the successfully zoomed target at 
the maximum zooming level at once. 

5. Conclusions 
The paper presents the single PTZ camera based active tracking system with the sector based 
scanning. The time it takes to track each object is minimized to increase the support for 
multiple targets. The system tracks the target trajectory with the piecewise linearized object 
model against unknown object dynamics. The fast trajectory estimation copes with fast 
moving targets and/or slow camera movements. The required zooming level at each zooming 
step is adaptively determined by incorporating the effect of the object velocity and detection 
variation. The analysis including the effect of the both variations indicates the detection 
variation is dominant factor in determining the zooming ratio and it is more important to 
minimize the detection variation when estimating the zooming location. The real-time 
experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed method for the expected object velocity 
and detection variation. 

For future work, the sector based scanning will be improved by learning the pattern of 
object trajectories. Since the proposed method gives the equal priority for each sector, it may 
scan unnecessary sectors where targets do not often appear. The pattern of object trajectories 
can be used to set the different priorities for sectors. In addition, it can be used to cope with 
unexpected object velocity variation at sectors having the corners of paths. Moreover, the 
proposed method can be extended to the active tracking system with multiple PTZ cameras to 
increase the coverage of the surveillance system and the number of tracked targets. 
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